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Gravitational waves
Einstein 1916 and 1918

– Sources: non-spherically symmetric accelerated masses

– Kinematics: 
• propagate at speed of light

• transverse waves, strains in space (tension and compression)
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Einstein 1916

“…..in any case one can think of A will have a practically
vanishing value.”
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1916 examples:    train colllision binary star decay

m = 105 kg
v = 100km/hr
Tcollision = 1/3 sec
Rradiation= 300km
h ~ 10-42

m1=m2= 1 solar mass
Torbit= 1 day
R = 10 Kly

h ~ 10-23 @ ½ day period
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Michelson Interferometer Schematic and GW sidebands



The measurement challenge

h =
DL

L
£10-21

L = 4km DL £ 4x10-18 meters

 

DL ∼10-12 wavelengthof light

DL ∼10-12 vibrationsat earth 'ssurface

Kip Thorne



Billing and the bar at Munich 
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Initial interferometric GW detector groups late 1970’s
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Felix Pirani solved the problem of 
the reality of gravitational waves 

   Felix Pirani was a 
student of Alfred Schild’s 
and then of Hermann 
Bondi’s. In 1957 he was a 
junior colleague of Bondi 
at King’s College, London. 

   At Chapel Hill, he gave 
the solution of the gravity 
wave problem, although 
Bondi (or Feynman) 
usually get the credit. 
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Advanced LIGO Fabry-Perot Michelson Interferometer Schematic
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Initial LIGO Interferometer Noise Budget



Advanced LIGO design noise budget

 

Figure 11 Seismic isolation for the test mass optic. 
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1 VIRGO 2009
2 Enhanced LIGO 2009
3 Advanced LIGO 65Mpc NS/NS 2015
4 Advanced LIGO 150Mpc NS/NS Low Power
5 Advanced VIRGO
6 Advanced LIGO 190Mpc NS/NS High Power
7 4km “Voyager” example 600Mpc NS/NS
8 Einstein telescope B

9 40km “Cosmic Explorer” example

Figure 5: Network sensit ivit y and localizat ion accuracy for face-on BNS systems with advanced

detector networks. The ellipses show 90% confidence localizat ion areas, and the red crosses show

regions of the sky where the signal would not be confident ly detected. The top two plots show the

localizat ion expected for a BNS system at 80Mpc by the HLV network in the 2016–17 run (left )

and 2017–18 run (right). The bot tom two plots show the localizat ion expected for a BNS system

at 160Mpc by the HLV network in the 2019+ run (left ) and by the HILV network in 2022+ with

all detectors at final design sensit ivit y (right). The inclusion of a fourth site in India provides good

localizat ion over the whole sky.

Est imated EGW = 10 2M c2 Number % BNS Localized

Run Burst Range (Mpc) BNS Range (Mpc) of BNS within

Epoch Durat ion LIGO Virgo LIGO Virgo Detect ions 5deg2 20deg2

2015 3 months 40 – 60 – 40 – 80 – 0.0004 – 3 – –

2016–17 6 months 60 – 75 20 – 40 80 – 120 20 – 60 0.006 – 20 2 5 – 12

2017–18 9 months 75 – 90 40 – 50 120 – 170 60 – 85 0.04 – 100 1 – 2 10 – 12

2019+ (per year) 105 40 – 80 200 65 – 130 0.2 – 200 3 – 8 8 – 28

2022+ (India) (per year) 105 80 200 130 0.4 – 400 17 48

Table 1: Summary of a plausible observing schedule, expected sensit ivit ies, and source localizat ion

with the advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors, which will be strongly dependent on the detectors’

commissioning progress. The burst ranges assume standard-candle emission of 10 2M c2 in GWs

at 150Hz and scale as E
1/ 2
GW . The burst and binary neutron star (BNS) ranges and the BNS

localizat ions reflect theuncertainty in thedetector noise spectra shown in Fig. 1. TheBNSdetect ion

numbers also account for the uncertainty in the BNS source rate density [28], and are computed

assuming a false alarm rate of 10 2 yr 1. Burst localizat ions are expected to be broadly similar

to those for BNS systems, but will vary depending on the signal bandwidth. Localizat ion and

detect ion numbers assume an 80% duty cycle for each instrument.
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Criteria for transient detection
• The same waveform must be seen at the Louisiana and 

Washington sites within ± 10 msec

• The waveform at a site cannot be coincident with signals from 
the environmental monitors at the site

• 3 axis seismometers

• 3 axis accelerometers on the chambers

• Tilt meters

• Microphones

• Magnetometers

• RF monitors

• Line voltage monitors

• Wind speed monitors

• The waveform at a site cannot be coincident with auxiliary 
signals in the interferometer not directly associated with the 
gravitational wave output

• Alignment control signals

• Laser frequency and amplitude control signals

• Approximately 105 sensing signals within the instrument 



Simple high-low pass 
filter with notches





R.EssikGeneric transient search



False alarm rate from time slides

R.Essik

Modeled search followed by c
2

R =
tcorr

ttotal
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GW 170104



Results of O1 and O2 run announced June 1, 2017

m1=36, m2= 29, Δm=3

m1=23, m2= 13, Δm=1.5

m1=14.2, m2= 7.5, Δm=1

if at 1 au
h ~10-6

Ig~ 1025 w/m2

m1=31,  m2= 19,   Δm=2

masses in source frame
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Classes of sources and searches
• Compact binary inspiral: template search

– BH/BH
– NS/NS and BH/NS

• Low duty cycle transients: wavelets,T/f clusters
– Supernova
– BH normal modes
– Unknown types of sources

• Triggered searches
– Gamma ray bursts
– EM transients

• Periodic CW sources
– Pulsars
– Low mass x-ray binaries (quasi periodic)

• Stochastic background
– Cosmological isotropic background
– Foreground sources : gravitational wave radiometry
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FIG. 5. Posterior probability distributions for the sky locations of GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226 shown in aMollweide projec-

tion. The left plot shows the probable position of the source in equatorial coordinates (right ascension is measured in hours and declination is
measured in degrees). The right plot shows the localization with respect to the Earth at the time of detection. H+ and L+ mark the Hanford

and Livingston sites, and H− and L− indicate antipodal points; H-L and L-H mark the poles of the line connecting the two detectors (the
points of maximal time delay). The sky localization forms part of an annulus, set by the difference in arrival timesbetween the detectors.

(redshift z = 0.09+ 0.03
− 0.04) and DL = 440+ 180

− 190 Mpc (z =534

0.09+ 0.03
− 0.04) respectively.5 GW151226 originates from alower535

mass system than GW150914 and hence the GW signal is in-536

trinsically quieter, hence its SNR is lower than GW150914’s537

even though the distances are comparable. LVT151012 is538

the quietest signal and is inferred to be at a greater distance539

DL = 1000+ 500
− 500 Mpc (z= 0.20+ 0.09

− 0.09).540

In all cases, there issignificant fractional uncertainty for the541

distance. This is predominantly a consequence of the degen-542

eracy between thedistance and thebinary’sinclination, which543

also impacts the signal amplitude [92, 114, 115].544

The inclination is only weakly constrained; in all cases545

there is greatest posterior support for the source being either546

face on or face off (angular momentum pointed parallel or547

antiparallel to the line of sight). This is the orientation that548

produces the greatest GW amplitude and so is consistent with549

the largest distance. The inclination could potentially be bet-550

ter constrained in a precessing system [95, 116]. Only for551

GW150914 is there preference for one of the configurations,552

with therebeing greater posterior support for thesourcebeing553

face off [38].554

Sky localization from a GW detector network is primar-555

ily determined by the measured delay in the signal arriving556

at the sites, with additional information coming from the sig-557

nal amplitude and phase [117–119]. For a two-detector net-558

work, the sky localization forms a characteristic broken an-559

nulus [120–123]. Adding additional detectors to the network560

would improve localization abilities [124–127]. The sky lo-561

calizations of the three events are shown in Fig. 5; this shows562

both celestial coordinates (indicating the origin of the signal)563

and geographic coordinates (illustrating localization with re-564

spect to the two detectors). The arrival time at Hanford rel-565

5 We convert between luminosity distance and redshift using a flat LCDM

cosmology with Hubble parameter H0 = 67.9 kms− 1 Mpc− 1 and matter

density parameter Wm = 0.306 [39]. The redshift is used to convert be-

tween the observed detector-frame masses and the physical source-frame

masses, m= (1+ z)msource [113].

ative to Livingston was DtHL = 7.0+ 0.2
− 0.2 ms for GW150914,566

DtHL = − 0.6+ 0.6
− 0.6 msfor LVT151012 , and DtHL = 1.1+ 0.3

− 0.3 ms567

for GW151226 .568

The 90% credible region for sky localization is 230 deg2
569

for GW150914, 850 deg2 for GW151226 , and 1600 deg2 for570

LVT151012 . As expected, the sky area is larger for quieter571

events. The sky area is expected to scale inversely with the572

square of the SNR [123, 128], and we see that this trend is573

followed.574

V. TESTS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY575

GW150914 provided us with the first empirical access to576

the genuinely strong-field dynamics of gravity. With the fre-577

quency of thewaveform peak amplitude well aligned with the578

best instrument sensitivity, thepart of thecoalescence just be-579

fore merger, as well as the merger-ringdown regime, could be580

studied in considerable detail, as described in [40]. This al-581

lowed for checksof theconsistency between massesand spins582

estimated from different portions of the waveform [129], as583

well as parameterized tests of thewaveform as awhole [130].584

Even though not much of the early inspiral was in the detec-585

tors’ sensitive band, interesting bounds could be placed on586

departures from general relativity in the PN coefficients up to587

3.5PN. Since thesource of GW151226 merged at ⇠ 450 Hz,588

the signal provides the opportunity to probe the PN inspi-589

ral with many more waveform cycles, albeit at relatively low590

SNR. Especially in this regime, it allows us to tighten further591

our bounds on violations of general relativity.592

As in [40], to analyze GW151226 we start from the IMR-593

Phenom waveform model of [35–37] which is capable of de-594

scribing inspiral, merger, and ringdown, and partly accounts595

for spin precession. The phase of this waveform is charac-596

terized by phenomenological coefficients { pi} , which include597

PN coefficients as well as coefficients describing merger and598

ringdown. The latter were obtained by calibrating against nu-599

merical waveforms and tend to multiply specific powers of600

f , and they characterize the gravitational-waveamplitude and601



Localization with more detectors



age of universe                          years            hours    minutes   1/10 to 1/1000 sec  



LISA Pathfinder

Launched 12/03/2015
At L1, masses released
Passed acceleration tests
Next, thruster tests
PRL article in prep







age of universe                          years            hours    minutes   1/10 to 1/1000 sec  



LIGO Scientific Collaboration



LIGO HANFORD OBSERVATORY STAFF



LIGO LIVINGSTON OBSERVATORY STAFF



MIT LIGO LABORATORY GROUP



CALTECH LIGO LABORATORY GROUP



Spare slides follow



After Feb 11, 2016

Matt Weber

“Was	that	you	I	heard	just	now,	or	was	it	two	black	holes	colliding?”	

New	Yorker	Feb	12,	2016	

“Was that you I heard just now,
or was it two black holes colliding

New Yorker Feb 12,, 2016
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Quantum Noise in the Michelson Interferometer

phase fluctuations at beam splitter
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Plane gravitational waves



Timing light in the gravitational wave
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waveforms

MODULATION: Amplitude and Phase
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A small amount of carrier needs to be
leaked to the photodetector to make
the GW sidebands detectable

Advanced LIGO Fabry-Perot Michelson Interferometer with GW sidebands 
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PENDULUM THERMAL NOISE

T + dT

T

Zener dam
ping

Doppler (gas) dam
pin

g

Pendulum Brownian motion

Dissipation leads to fluctuations

Tc= coherence or damping time

=  Q  x  period of oscillator 

Exchange with surroundings:

E(thermal) = kT
t

Tc

Large Tc => smaller fluctuations



Servo cooling of a mechanical system

P.G. Roll, R. Krotkov, R.H.Dicke

Principle of Equivalence Experiment







What is needed 

Requirements:

What stands in the way:

h =
DL

L
<10-22 h(f) < 10-23 strain / Hz @100Hz

x < 10-18 meters x(f) < 10-19 meters / Hz @100Hz

Sensing the displacement Believing that GW are causing the displacement

Quantum phase fluctuations: shot noise

Scattering at surfaces and gas

Optical distortion and loss

Laser amplitude and frequency noise

j(f) < 10-12 radians / Hz @100Hz l=1m

Seismic vibrations

Thermal fluctuations: suspensions and mirror surfaces

Quantum amplitude fluctuations: radiation pressure

Newtonian gravitational force fluctuations:  f < 20 Hz

F(f) < 10-12 newtons / Hz @100 Hz
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 splitter

300 watts at beam
 splitter  =  10 21identical photons/sec

h  =  6 x 10
 - 22

integration time 10 -2sec
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1965-1975
Room T bars

1975-1990+
Cryogenic bars

2000 ->
Spherical cryogenic detectors

Acoustic bar GW
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Stanford Contributions to LIGO

1.06 micron solid state frequency 
and amplitude stabilized laser 
(1986)

Active hydraulic seismic 
isolation system (2000)

Advanced Detector active 
seismic isolation system 
(2010)

Low thermal noise optical 
coating research (2017)


